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About This Game

The main character had an unusual dream, he is trying to consult his neighbor about this. It turned out that he was the heir of a
hero named Kama Bullet and he had a longtime enemy, Maga Lezgin. The magician enslaved the world and killed Kama Pulu,

Kama Jr. goes to sort out all these riddles and signs that his father left behind.

Plot: In Kama Bullet Heritage you play for Kama's son, he had a dream and something went wrong. To go further in the story
you will have to think about this or that task. Learn from the characters what to do and where to go and they will prompt you the

way you want.

Features:
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- Puzzles
- Atmospheric music

- Quest system
- Shooter

- Humor is combined with horror
- Various levels

- Various opponents and different weapons
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Title: Kama Bullet Heritage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narko Games
Publisher:
Narko Games
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,Russian
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A very nice loco but the sounds are horiffic! I work around locos at Epping and Ongar railway and before our 25 went for body
repairs, it sounded about 1,000,000 times better than this. This train's sounds are so horiffic. I just hope Armstrong Powerhouse
make a sound pack for it.. THE HENTAI TRAIN. Would recommend to some. Personally not for me.

Pros:
-Specific and interesting period in history seldom covered in PC gaming.
-Fairly good sound design.
-Pleasing graphics reminiscent of Cossacks and other early oughts RTS games (this game is not an RTS).

Cons:
-Clunky unpolished interface. Never really felt like I was actually controlling anything or hitting any buttons successfully.
-Contrived and inconsequential battles that don't seem to involve any real complexity beyond a chess-like counter system.

Overall - worth the price on sale. Perhaps the most keen of grumblers will prefer this title.. Very enjoyable. Reminds me of
MotorStorm on the PS. If your into that type of game, this is worth a buy! Visuals are stunning.. Summary: This is pretty fun
BUT it's basically a beta for the Avernum 1-2-3 remakes, and kinda falls apart in the last third.

I know its somewhat unfair to judge a game due to lacking the features and balance changes that were introduced in later
sequels, but having played Escape from the Pit \/ Crystal Souls first, I wound up missing a lot of basic quality of life features.
For instance, if you want to make an attack with a ranged weapon and you're too far away to do so, the game won't just run your
character forward, but will instead tell you that you can't attack. A lot of annoying little things that alternate between that and
outright balance changes:

*You basically get into combat the second you see an enemy, so you never have time to buff before a fight - you either run
through the overworld with buffs constantly on, or give up on them entirely.
* Clerics get their first area of effect spell very late, and it's a fire spell that rolls around just when you're fighting mostly fire-
resistant enemies.
* Fire-resistant enemies that love to block melee attacks. I never really felt my party was in danger past the early game unless I
stumbled into a sidequest combat without being prepared for it, but a lot of the unavoidable maingame combat was horribly
sloggy, with the enemies being way more tanky than necessary.
* The game is kinda balanced so that you get a lot of challenge out of optional sidequests on normal difficulty while unavoidable
maingame content is quite a bit easier (if sloggy). Not sure if I approve of that, and the very notion of going through the
sidequest combat on a higher difficulty is frightening.
* Game kinda falls apart in the end. You kill the ostensible main bad guys, and are then left retreading the same ground for a
few hours, cleaning up loose ends and doing fairly unimpressive quests until you're allowed to access the endgame battle. An
endgame which doesn't even have named enemies.

With all that in mind, I had a great deal of fun fighting and exploring for about two-thirds of the game, and was invested enough
to slog through the remaining third, poor balance and annoying interface issues and all. Not quite the epic sendoff the series
deserved, but probably worth your time nonetheless.. Many will be surprised, but I don't hate this game. I know nothing of it's
history, or how evil the company is or anything, and I judge it only by the gameplay I've played so far, which has only been a
few minutes. So far, it's... well, read on.

The game makes no sense really. I couldn't even figure out how to beat the tutorials, which never seemed to give me a winstate,
or give any information on how to play. There is a "Help" section, but this just tells you that you use the arrow keys to move and
shift to go 2 fast 2 furious. You can't rebind this, but that's the least of the games problems.

The game is ugly, which you could probably already tell, though it's semi colourful and everythings easy enough too see, so I
can't complain. I enjoy the visuals personally, but I'm the kind of person who enjoys jagged edges and would prefer games to be
made to look like ps2 games rather than crysis or whatever. As for music, I hope you enjoy the one song it comes with! You
probably won't though, it's terrible. It sounds like someone made it in a few minutes using samples from a music making
program. Good thing you can mute it! (Watch the trailer to hear it)
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As for the gameplay, I've only played a few minutes, but it's decently enjoyable driving around and racing. The car feels quite
difficult to control sometimes, but in more of what I would describe a fun way, rather then an annoying way. It turns really
quickly and has good traction, like a remote control car. The AI is pretty much impossible to beat. They are always using turbo
and can follow the road perfectly. So, yeah, you can't really win at all, or even see your opponents most of the time. The neat
thing is, the game has a decent sense of motion. You feel like you're going fast (if you use turbo). I like driving games, but I'm
awful at them, mainly because I can't drift worth a damn. Well, that doesn't exist here. There is no drifting. There's only a turbo
button, which as mentioned, makes you go Sanic speed. The game is pretty much broken though, considering how impossible it
is to control the car with any sense of being precise, and have the AI is incredible.

There really is nothing to this game. I've played for such a short time and really have experienced everything the game has to
offer. To be honest, after reading another review of this game, I got scared it might be removed off steam and decided to buy it
right away, as it still looked interesting to me, and it sort of is. I like this game, but I know perfectly well it's awful, and not
worth the money in the slightest. It's ugly, it's only got 1 terrible piece of music, you basically can't win, and there's nothing
substantial to it. I really wish steam allowed a middle thumbs option here, because while it is fun in it's own way, it really is
terrible, and only 1% of the people who play it will get any enjoyment from this game.

Oh, and it doesn't have any sort of multiplayer at all, so, you know, 97% of the driving game audience gone right there.
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Redux: Dark Matters pays homage to classic shmups such as R-Type, XEXEX, and Pulstar.
Is it as good as any of them? Not really.
Is it still worth playing? Ehhhh....I guess? Possibly...possibly maybe...maybe possibly...but certainly not definitely.

First off, it's a good-looking game, but it's also not. Everything looks sharp and really clean. The problem is everything also has
this bright and cheery aesthetic. In a way, it's a conscious design-decision. The backgrounds are fairly muted, while the player-
ship, enemies, and bullets are colourful* and easily distinguishable. While I respect that, I think the artist went a little too far. In
stage 2, it seems that half the enemies are firing flowers. Are they trying to kill me with kindness? What's the deal here?

Still, this is merely nitpicking compared to Redux's most glaring issue; it's way too easy. When fully-powered, the player-ship is
protected from about 90% of the enemy's arsenal. Sure, lasers and bullets that might hit from behind are worrying, but they
don't come up all that often. If that wasn't enough, there are usually 2-3 extra lives in every stage, plus a couple extends from
surpassing certain score thresholds. If that wasn't enough, then the player can hit a button. This causes a vortex to swallow up
any nearby bullets for several seconds. This special ability is tied to a meter, but it refills fairly quickly.

Now if all of that still(!) wasn't enough, there's also the portions of the game that went overlooked. The fourth boss has laser
cannons placed along the top and bottom of the screen, except for a massive space towards the left side. This is the most obvious
safe-spot I've ever seen. Instead of forcing the player to weave in-between bullets approaching from above and below, all anyone
has to do is sit back, watch, and laugh. I'm guessing that when this game was remade in wide-screen, nobody bothered to
account for the additional real estate.

I play a lot of STGs, but I'm a mediocre talent at best. I still cleared this game with 10 lives remaining, on my very first play-
through. Granted, this was on the default ship, which is practically invincible. Redux added a ship designed specifically for
veteran shmup-players, but it's loaded with oversights. The most obvious and ridiculous of the problems is that the veteran-ship's
weaponry OVERLAPS THE ENEMY BULLETS! When I saw this, my jaw hit the floor so hard it drove through the earth, and
then I cut my chin on the sharp edge of a dinosaur bone. I can't even remember the last time I saw this happen in a shmup.

Was this an actual idea by the developer? Did they think: "Those guys who play shmups by holding down the fire button all the
time annoy me soooooo much. We have to do something about them."? I can't come up with a reasonable explanation, I simply
can not. So if you're firing away, there's a good chance that you won't even see most of the bullets that are coming directly at
you. That's just great. Veteran-ship also lacks the force-pod\/other shields, which causes the game's difficulty to do a complete
180. Situations that were originally exceedingly simple become absurdly improbable.

Dux originally started off as a strict R-Type clone. It employed a checkpoint-system, which kicked players backwards whenever
they died, rather than respawning them immediately. Over the next couple re-releases, the game has become considerably more
lax, but that isn't enough of an excuse to assume that anyone can reasonably finish it without shields. The amount of bullets on-
screen never hits danmaku levels, but it's overkill all the same. On a normal play-through, anyone can sleep-walk through
Redux, but they'll hit a brick wall as early as stage 2, with the veteran ship. That isn't balanced, not in the slightest. If it were up
to me, I would have made the charge-shot slightly wider, so that hard-to-reach enemies don't get quite as many opportunities to
clog the screen with bullets. I also would have lowered the density of certain bullet-patterns.

Or I would have just made a different game, one that's not actually designed around having force-pods or shields just to survive.
Redux is an otherwise competently-made shooter held down by a complete lack of challenge. When it tries to break away, it
goes too far. In any case, this shmup simply isn't entertaining.
. Let's be honest. This is not a game - it's more like quiz from Teen magazine but a bit more spooky and much more stupid.
Somebody might tell it's "experimental game" but author just mixed unrelated things and tried to be philosopher. This over-
priced production is about listening to weird, robotic voice, looking at horrible graphics and getting mad on bugged pointing dot.

You are forced to make a choice between pointless questions like "You want to be a murderer or a victim?". I think people
know enough about themselves so questions like that won't change them. Author is trying to force us to thinking but young
players won't be interested in this game and the older ones already have opinion and their own mind.

Completing the game took me about 10 minutes. First minutes made me really anxious because they were filled with weird,
"jump-scare" scenes, full of music making me a bit more restless. The next part is a short movie which I didn't really like to
watch and I spend much time looking at white wall. Movie was a really low-resolution mix of sick, using sublimal stimuli
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videos, which shows gun shots, human hearth or empty playground. The second part make my more anger than anxious and
from this moment I wanted to just write everything down. Last part is again about questions - less spooky but much more
boring.

Even if it will be able for free - don't play. Respect your time, you can do more interesting things in 10 minutes.. 
https:\/\/gaming.youtube.com\/watch?v=GiiS6RlA7iE&feature=share

X-Town 3D Game is, well... it's a game i guess. Point your gun left and right and destroy the not fireball fireballs that roam
aroud the Windows 95 grade freeware background. This is probably nothing more than a costly way of promoting the dev's
freeware website and try to lure idiots like me into paying real money as a donation because I'm a curious little bugger that likes
the hurt, and hurt I did.

Props for the balls for doing this though. If it were free for Steam it wouldn't be a probem but it's almost $5 US on here. Of
course if you want to try it, go to the publishers website and download it for free. URL is the publisher's name.. Very polished
for an EA game. Great, frenetic local multiplayer. Excited to try online multiplayer but sadly could not find anyone to play with.
The Target Test mode is also a nice addition for anyone looking for some laid back solo fun. Heartily recommend this for all
tank aficionados.. Engrish translation? Check.
Pretty nice soundtrack? Check.
Fancy slashing combo system with diversity of two characters? Check.
If you want a game with fun combat and unnecessarily hard platforming, this might be a game for you.. i've got a bugged one. It
looks like it would be cool, and for all I know has a rich story line - but I'll never know because the sluggish pace, unappealing
graphics, and awful gameplay. Pass on this one, there are plenty of other Strategy RPGs out there that are way better than this..
Still the best game in the genre. Unfortunately it is also very dated and the UI is less than comfortable. If you are willing to get
over that aspect though, this is a deep and enjoyable game. Still wishing for a sequal.
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